
TokenStars June Report: The
Beginning Of The Hot Summer

● NEW items in E-Commerce module

● Training session with our poker pro

● 2 new articles on Medium

NEW items in the E-Commerce module

As we tell you we were in contact with several professional

football players about create something interesting on the

blockchain. And now we can open this door and show to you

what we have done.

New NFT collection created in collaboration with

Alexey Sutormin



We presented his Achievements in the NFT format. Tokens

made on Polygon network. Aleksei Sutormin is a Russian

football player. He plays as a midfielder, mainly a winger, for

Zenit St. Petersburg and as a captain of the Russian national

football team. You may reserve these items right now in the

E-commerce module or buy them on a Rarible marketplace

New NFT created in collaboration with Sergei

Kornilenko

https://tokenstars.com/e-commerce
https://rarible.com/collection/polygon/0xdc5d6adb7f08262fe814701a758a40887279f24c/items


Sergei Kornilenko is a Top scorer of Krylya Sovetov. Today

he is a Belarusian professional football coach and a former

player who played as a striker. You may reserve this item

right now in the E-commerce module or buy them on a

Rarible marketplace

Training session with our poker pro

Denis Puisha held a poker training session for a member of

our community.

https://tokenstars.com/e-commerce
https://rarible.com/token/polygon/0x35f8aee672cde8e5fd09c93d2bfe4ff5a9cf0756:52507226962783207496436633160945421936969427258591063215530405262912489783299?tab=details


Denis Puisha is a professional poker player with seven years

of experience. For all the time, Denis has played in more

than 20,000 tournaments; he has 8.3% ROI, and his net

profit for all the time is more than $ 15,000.

Training statistics:

Duration: 1 hour 40 minutes.

Tournament type: Sit and Go.

Profit per session: 29% of the bankroll

Denis analyzed the most complicated hands, helped to

improve the pre-flop game, gave advice on correct betting,

and also taught the player how to make triple raises

correctly.

To participate in our activities, follow the link below!

Training can be scheduled at any time convenient for you.

You will get unforgettable emotions, significant development

of your skills, and maybe even rip a jackpot!

Fan communications

Two new articles on Medium

Women’s tennis

https://tokenstars.com/fan-communications


Today, tennis is a serious international sport and a

multi-billion dollar industry. And this is one of the most

challenging sports in which men have enough opportunities

to earn money. But it was not always so. Tennis has a long

and famous history. Although today it is a sports stadium

rich in sponsors, excellent equipment, and TV coverage, it

used to look different.

Even though we perceive tennis as a sport, in fact, in the

critical role played by specialized modern equipment, it is

very many years old. The earliest forms of tennis were

popular in the French monasteries, and formerly not rackets

were used, but one’s own hands. This game was transformed

into the so-called real tennis (yes, “real tennis”), which is

still played today. This was important in the courts of

medieval Europe — and led to the death of at least three

kings: James I in Scotland and Louis X and Charles VIII in

France. It makes the receiver wait in a new way, right?



Tennis in the form we know it appeared in the middle of the

19th century in Britain, and then it was called “lawn tennis.”

And from the very beginning, he was popular among women.

How has women’s tennis changed over time? Let’s see in the

full article

Football NFTs

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) are virtual units on the

blockchain or non-fungible tokens. Put: it is a unique “code”

that confirms your right to own a particular digital asset. In a

rough analogy, this is similar to the CVV code on your bank

card, even a virtual one. This is only your map, although you

can generally draw the same one. So the NFT token secures

your right to own the product you have purchased. It is a

virtual version or a copy.

At the same time, the code cannot be faked or stolen; it is

stored on blockchain platforms. This does not mean that the

same picture cannot be drawn — it is possible, and there

https://medium.com/@TokenStars/womens-tennis-74ecce949735


have even been successful attempts to fake an NFT token.

However, the original is still the original.

NFTs, which became very popular in contemporary art

(suffice it to recall the artist Beeple, who sold work in this

format for almost $70 million), quickly took over sports —

especially football.

Athletes create their cards or art with artists. One of the first

was American football player Patrick Mahomes, who decided

to launch The Mage Museum, a $15,000 series of digital art

of himself. Fellow NFL player Rob Gronkowski sold $1.2

million worth of cards. American athletes are generally very

active in this direction.

Read full here

For more information: Follow the project’s social media

channels on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Telegram,

and Medium, or take a look at our videos on YouTube.

https://medium.com/@TokenStars/football-nfts-7830a0b0b041
https://www.facebook.com/TokenStars/
https://twitter.com/TokenStars
https://www.instagram.com/tokenstars_official/
https://t.me/TokenStars_en
https://medium.com/@TokenStars?p=982ec8654899
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCg8hS9uAYAFXkQAV3dnFZdg

